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  So is this taking us one step closer to becoming the Ash Pit Society, as we pursue ever more arcane
aspects of railway history? Well, railway works come within our remit and their output was not limited

to locomotives and rolling stock. In 1962, control of the sheet shops passed to British Railways
Workshops Division and one even survived to become a BREL works.

  My interest in this topic goes back to the early 1980s when depot codes prefixed with Z first appeared
in spotters’ books. At the time, I was working for the Stores Controller’s department of British Rail,
Eastern Region and by comparison with the BR internal computer systems it became apparent that
these codes consisted of a Z stuck in front of the single-letter works code. For the record, the works
codes were: A = BREL HQ, B = Ashford, C = Crewe, D = Derby Litchurch Lane, E= Derby Loco, F =
Doncaster, G = Eastleigh, H = Glasgow, J = Horwich, K = Shildon, L = Swindon, M = Temple Mills, N =
Wolverton, R = York. Even allowing for some letters not being used to avoid confusion with numbers,
there was quite a gap between N and R. Eventually on the BR SUPCOMAS (Supplier Code Master File)
I found an entry for BREL Worcester Sheet Factory. (I suspect this may have been the missing works
code P, but have no evidence as such.) Thirty years on, the internet helped locate the factory at
Worcester, still standing in industrial use. Web searches brought a few more to light, but still a long way
from the complete picture. Wagon sheets themselves are fairly well documented by the modelling
fraternity, but the shops where sheets were manufactured and repaired seemed ripe for research. At
first, I thought it would just be a matter of drawing up a simple list. But investigations soon revealed a
much richer story. Documents from WWI showed the complexities of more than 30 separate companies
working together under government control at a time of national emergency. In telling this part of the
story, some lengthy lists and liberal use of abbreviations have been inevitable. Creating a coherent
narrative has been complicated since the source data is drawn from the minutes of several different
committees working in parallel. Records from WWII tell of the difficulties of recruiting and retaining staff
in wartime. And the archives from the 1960s and 1970s give insight into the social and political factors
associated with the rundown and closure of the remaining sheet shops. Yet although the scope of this
work has extended far beyond my original aims, it remains an introductory text. There is still much to
discover about the precise location and extent of facilities at many sites and secondary sources such as
census data hint at the existence of more.

WAGON SHEETS
   Wagon sheets have now vanished from modern freight trains. But in former days when open railway
wagons were the norm, they were essential to protect goods in transit. A shortage of wagon sheets
could and sometimes did delay the movement of goods. In February 1917, total book stock was
475,985.
   The sheets we see nowadays are usually anonymous grey blankets covering vintage freight vehicles
at preservation sites. But in new condition they were black with bold markings of the owning company.
They were made of canvas dressed with linseed oil, although in later years they were made of synthetic
materials such as nylon or polypropylene. Newly dressed sheets in particular could become sticky if
stacked improperly and were difficult to separate without damage. They were cumbersome to handle,
weighing about a hundredweight each. They needed to be hung up for inspection or drying, so sheet
shops tended to be tall, substantial buildings. Fires at sheet shops were not uncommon – stocks of
canvas and linseed oil made them accidents waiting to happen – so they were usually kept apart from
furnaces, fireboxes and such.

ABBREVIATIONS
  These sets of initials were used to identify the owning companies of pre-grouping wagon sheets and
are used here for consistency.
ADR Alexandra Dock & Railway, BR Barry, B&M Brecon & Merthyr, CR – Caledonian, Cam – Cambrian,
CardR Cardiff, CLC Cheshire Lines Committee, CVH Colne Valley & Halstead, FR Furness, GSW Glasgow
& South Western, GC Great Central, GE Great Eastern, GN Great Northern, GNS Great North of
Scotland, GW Great Western, HR Highland, H&B Hull & Barnsley, LY Lancashire & Yorkshire, LNW
London & North Western, LSW London & South Western, LBSC London Brighton & South Coast, M&C
Maryport & Carlisle, Met - Metropolitan, MR Midland, MSW Midland and South West Junction, N&B Neath
and Brecon, NB North British, NE North Eastern, NL North London, NS North Staffordshire, RR Rhymney,
S&M Shropshire & Montgomeryshire, SDJ Somerset Joint Committee (aka Somerset & Dorset), SEC
South Eastern & Chatham, SMJ Stratford Upon Avon & Midland Junction, TV Taff Vale
   Curiously, given the major role Melton Constable was later to play in the story, there is no mention
in the archives of any wagon sheets owned or repaired by the Midland and Great Northern Joint. I can
only presume that sheets used on this line were provided and maintained by the parent companies.
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Scotland, GW Great Western, HR Highland, H&B Hull & Barnsley, LY Lancashire & Yorkshire, LNW
London & North Western, LSW London & South Western, LBSC London Brighton & South Coast, M&C
Maryport & Carlisle, Met - Metropolitan, MR Midland, MSW Midland and South West Junction, N&B Neath
and Brecon, NB North British, NE North Eastern, NL North London, NS North Staffordshire, RR Rhymney,
S&M Shropshire & Montgomeryshire, SDJ Somerset Joint Committee (aka Somerset & Dorset), SEC
South Eastern & Chatham, SMJ Stratford Upon Avon & Midland Junction, TV Taff Vale
   Curiously, given the major role Melton Constable was later to play in the story, there is no mention
in the archives of any wagon sheets owned or repaired by the Midland and Great Northern Joint. I can
only presume that sheets used on this line were provided and maintained by the parent companies.

GOVERNMENT CONTROL OF RAILWAYS AND THE COMMON USER SCHEME
   The Railway Executive Committee (REC) was formed in 1912 in anticipation of the United Kingdom
entering a future European war. The government took over the railways and vested control in the REC
on August 4th, 1914, the day that war was declared and mobilisation began.
   During December 1915, Superintendents of the LNW, GE, GN, LSW, MR and SEC railways met to
consider possible savings from pooling railway companies’ wagons, and acquisition or control of traders’
wagons. Looking specifically at empty mileage to and from London and between north and south of the
Thames, the six companies estimated a combined saving of £4,980 per annum. No savings were
identified by including traders’ wagons in pooling arrangements, as traffic flows were heavier in one
direction than another. Considerable savings in shunting at exchange and distribution points and
standing time were also identified.
   The REC agreed that a common user scheme for certain types of wagons would be introduced on all
controlled railway companies from January 2nd, 1917 "on similar lines to those in operation between
the GW, LY, LNW, MR and NE Companies". Broadly, the scheme applied to all open goods and coal
wagons with sides of three planks or more, doors on both sides and not exceeding 21 feet over buffers
or 10 feet 6 inches wheelbase. From time to time, revisions were made to the range of applicable vehicles.
   The Railway Clearing House (RCH) compiled statements of debit and credit balances of wagons
between companies. To facilitate, Great Britain was divided amongst twelve companies (hereinafter
“The Twelve”), sowing the first seeds of The Grouping that was to take place six years later. The
remaining companies would be allocated to one of The Twelve (sorry if this sounds a bit biblical) who
would arrange any necessary adjustments within their group. The Twelve were: 1- GC including CLC,
GC & MR Joint, GC & NS Joint, GC, H&B & MR Joint, Met, Manchester South Jct. & Altrincham, South
Yorkshire Joint Line; 2- GE including CVH; 3- GN including East & West Yorkshire Union, MR & GN Joint,
Norfolk & Suffolk Joint; 4- GW including ADR, Avonmouth Light, BR, B&M, Card R, GW & GC Joint,
Metropolitan District, Met. & Metropolitan District City Lines and Extension, N&B, Port Talbot Railway &
Dock, Rhondda & Swansea Bay, RR, S&M, South Wales Mineral, TV, Whitechapel & Bow; 5- LY including
Axholme Joint, Dearne Valley; 6- LBSC; 7- LNW including Cambrian, FR, M&C, NS, Oldham, Ashton &
Guide Bridge, Wirral; 8- LSW including MSW, Weymouth & Portland; 9- Midland including H&B, SDJ,
SMJ; 10- NE; 11- SEC including Kent & East Sussex; 12- one of the Scottish Companies (CR, GSW, GNS,
HR, NB – in practice, usually CR).

REPAIRS
   Common User of sheets was formally recognised as a necessary corollary to common user of wagons
from February 15th, 1917. In practice, most companies were doing this already, but the absence of a
formal agreement was causing some difficulty, particularly at Manchester and London Docks. Company
A’s sheet may arrive on Company’s B’s wagon, but if the dock company then wished to load the same
wagon out to Company C, the local agent would insist that only a Company C sheet could be used.
   Initially, it was intended that only minor repairs would be undertaken by the company discovering the
defect – otherwise defective sheets would be returned to the owning company - but this was soon
extended to cover all repairs, including remarking and re-dressing. Sheets requiring renewal were
returned to the owning company, along with surplus repairable sheets which could not be dealt with by
the company on whose lines they were found.
   The scheme was administered by the Rolling Stock Controllers Common User Committee, comprising
representatives of The Twelve plus RCH. A committee of Sheet and Rope Superintendents, with similar
composition, was subsequently established to co-ordinate the repair and manufacture of such items.

STANDARDISATION
   Common User of sheets and associated repairs soon necessitated standardisation across all controlled
companies. A common marking consisted of the initials of the owning Company (see list of abbreviations
above), together with the number of the sheet painted in white in plain block type of the following sizes:
large letters = 14 inches, small letters = 5 inches, large numerals = 10 inches, small numerals = 5
inches. (Sheets being reissued or re-dressed by the owners could retain their own particular markings.)
Standard methods of repair were set: seams 30 to 36 stitches per foot and not to exceed 1” in width;
darns not to exceed 6” by 1” and not less than six stitches to the inch with the middle stitch locked;
sheets requiring redressing to have one coat to the back or underside and two to the face or topside.
Standard size was set as 21’0” x 14’4”. A standard specification for manufacture was set, covering the
type of canvas, ties, ring holes and dressing. Not less than five coats (three top, two beneath if hand
dressed, three each side if machine dressed) of linseed oil with any necessary pigments were to be
applied and sheets be hung up to dry for at least six weeks between application of the first coat and
putting into traffic.

LIST OF SHEET REPAIRING DEPOTS
The earliest list of sheet repairing depots appears in Minute S.1282 of a special meeting of the Goods
Agents Executive Committee dated May 1st, 1917. The list was updated periodically. I shall not give a
blow-by-blow account of all the amendments, but significant later changes are given in brackets
ADR - Alexandra Docks, Newport
BR - Locomotive Department, Barry

Gidea Park, sometimes known as Romford, opened in 1843 as a locomotive works for the Eastern Counties
Railway.  This soon proved inadequate and locomotive activity was transferred to a new site at Stratford. Gidea
Park was then given over to manufacture and repair of wagon sheets and other textile items such as sacks, ropes
and saddlery. It closed at the end of 1960 and subsequently saw industrial use as a warehouse for Railstore Ltd.
It is now a Grade 2 listed building converted into residential apartments, retaining the name The Railstore.

GIDEA PARK WORKS
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Dock, Rhondda & Swansea Bay, RR, S&M, South Wales Mineral, TV, Whitechapel & Bow; 5- LY including
Axholme Joint, Dearne Valley; 6- LBSC; 7- LNW including Cambrian, FR, M&C, NS, Oldham, Ashton &
Guide Bridge, Wirral; 8- LSW including MSW, Weymouth & Portland; 9- Midland including H&B, SDJ,
SMJ; 10- NE; 11- SEC including Kent & East Sussex; 12- one of the Scottish Companies (CR, GSW, GNS,
HR, NB – in practice, usually CR).

REPAIRS
   Common User of sheets was formally recognised as a necessary corollary to common user of wagons
from February 15th, 1917. In practice, most companies were doing this already, but the absence of a
formal agreement was causing some difficulty, particularly at Manchester and London Docks. Company
A’s sheet may arrive on Company’s B’s wagon, but if the dock company then wished to load the same
wagon out to Company C, the local agent would insist that only a Company C sheet could be used.
   Initially, it was intended that only minor repairs would be undertaken by the company discovering the
defect – otherwise defective sheets would be returned to the owning company - but this was soon
extended to cover all repairs, including remarking and re-dressing. Sheets requiring renewal were
returned to the owning company, along with surplus repairable sheets which could not be dealt with by
the company on whose lines they were found.
   The scheme was administered by the Rolling Stock Controllers Common User Committee, comprising
representatives of The Twelve plus RCH. A committee of Sheet and Rope Superintendents, with similar
composition, was subsequently established to co-ordinate the repair and manufacture of such items.

STANDARDISATION
   Common User of sheets and associated repairs soon necessitated standardisation across all controlled
companies. A common marking consisted of the initials of the owning Company (see list of abbreviations
above), together with the number of the sheet painted in white in plain block type of the following sizes:
large letters = 14 inches, small letters = 5 inches, large numerals = 10 inches, small numerals = 5
inches. (Sheets being reissued or re-dressed by the owners could retain their own particular markings.)
Standard methods of repair were set: seams 30 to 36 stitches per foot and not to exceed 1” in width;
darns not to exceed 6” by 1” and not less than six stitches to the inch with the middle stitch locked;
sheets requiring redressing to have one coat to the back or underside and two to the face or topside.
Standard size was set as 21’0” x 14’4”. A standard specification for manufacture was set, covering the
type of canvas, ties, ring holes and dressing. Not less than five coats (three top, two beneath if hand
dressed, three each side if machine dressed) of linseed oil with any necessary pigments were to be
applied and sheets be hung up to dry for at least six weeks between application of the first coat and
putting into traffic.

LIST OF SHEET REPAIRING DEPOTS
The earliest list of sheet repairing depots appears in Minute S.1282 of a special meeting of the Goods
Agents Executive Committee dated May 1st, 1917. The list was updated periodically. I shall not give a
blow-by-blow account of all the amendments, but significant later changes are given in brackets
ADR - Alexandra Docks, Newport
BR - Locomotive Department, Barry
B&M - Machen Works
CR- Renewal and re-dressing – Sheet Shop, St Rollox, Glasgow, Repairs – Sheet Shop, St Rollox,
Glasgow except from stations north of Greenhill – Sheet Shop, Perth [Perth later amended to Perth
(North)]
Cam - Oswestry
CLC - GN Sheet Factory, Peterborough [Alternated between using Peterborough and MR - Trent. Later
undertook own repairs at Warrington.]
CVH - Halstead, Essex
FR - Sheet Room, Barrow
GSW - Sheet Shop, Cook Street Depot, Glasgow
GC: Renewal – Gorton, Re-dressing – Gorton or Nottingham, Repairs – Gorton, Mottram, Nottingham,
Woodford, New Holland or Grimsby
GE - Sheet Factory, Romford [Also known as Gidea Park]
GN - Sheet Department, Peterboro’
GNS - Sheet Shop, Kittybrewster
GW: Renewal – Worcester, Re-dressing – Worcester, Saltney, Bridgwater, Gloucester, Paddington or
Swansea
HR - Sheet Shop, Inverness
H&B - Hull Sculcoates
LY - Osborne Street, Manchester [later added Nth Docks Station, Liverpool, Salford and Wakefield Hoist]
LNW - General Stores & Sheeting Dept. St Helens Jct. [Later added Birmingham (Curzon Street),
Carlisle, Leeds, Manchester (London Road) and Willesden]
LSW - Sheet Depot, Nine Elms
LBSC - WH Fox, Newhaven Town
M&C - Maryport
Met - Finchley Road
MR: Renewal & re-dressing – Trent, Repairs Trent, Bristol, Manningham (Bradford) or Birmingham
(Lawley Street)
MSW - Cirencester [Later replaced by Swindon Town]
NB - Sheet Shop, St Margarets, Rose Lane, Edinburgh
NE - Red Barns Cover Factory, Newcastle (Forth) [Later added York Cover Works]
NL - LNW General Stores & Sheeting Dept. St Helens Jct.
NS: Contractors – Messrs J&E Wright Ltd, Birmingham [Subsequently amended to state that sheets
should be sent to NS’s Sheet Shop, Stoke-on-Trent]
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sheets requiring redressing to have one coat to the back or underside and two to the face or topside.
Standard size was set as 21’0” x 14’4”. A standard specification for manufacture was set, covering the
type of canvas, ties, ring holes and dressing. Not less than five coats (three top, two beneath if hand
dressed, three each side if machine dressed) of linseed oil with any necessary pigments were to be
applied and sheets be hung up to dry for at least six weeks between application of the first coat and
putting into traffic.

LIST OF SHEET REPAIRING DEPOTS
The earliest list of sheet repairing depots appears in Minute S.1282 of a special meeting of the Goods
Agents Executive Committee dated May 1st, 1917. The list was updated periodically. I shall not give a
blow-by-blow account of all the amendments, but significant later changes are given in brackets
ADR - Alexandra Docks, Newport
BR - Locomotive Department, Barry
B&M - Machen Works
CR- Renewal and re-dressing – Sheet Shop, St Rollox, Glasgow, Repairs – Sheet Shop, St Rollox,
Glasgow except from stations north of Greenhill – Sheet Shop, Perth [Perth later amended to Perth
(North)]
Cam - Oswestry
CLC - GN Sheet Factory, Peterborough [Alternated between using Peterborough and MR - Trent. Later
undertook own repairs at Warrington.]
CVH - Halstead, Essex
FR - Sheet Room, Barrow
GSW - Sheet Shop, Cook Street Depot, Glasgow
GC: Renewal – Gorton, Re-dressing – Gorton or Nottingham, Repairs – Gorton, Mottram, Nottingham,
Woodford, New Holland or Grimsby
GE - Sheet Factory, Romford [Also known as Gidea Park]
GN - Sheet Department, Peterboro’
GNS - Sheet Shop, Kittybrewster
GW: Renewal – Worcester, Re-dressing – Worcester, Saltney, Bridgwater, Gloucester, Paddington or
Swansea
HR - Sheet Shop, Inverness
H&B - Hull Sculcoates
LY - Osborne Street, Manchester [later added North Docks Station, Liverpool, Salford and Wakefield
Hoist]
LNW - General Stores & Sheeting Dept. St. Helens Jct. [Later added Birmingham (Curzon Street),
Carlisle, Leeds, Manchester (London Road) and Willesden]
LSW - Sheet Depot, Nine Elms
LBSC - WH Fox, Newhaven Town
M&C - Maryport
Met - Finchley Road
MR: Renewal & re-dressing – Trent, Repairs Trent, Bristol, Manningham (Bradford) or Birmingham
(Lawley Street)
MSW - Cirencester [Later replaced by Swindon Town]
NB - Sheet Shop, St Margarets, Rose Lane, Edinburgh
NE - Red Barns Cover Factory, Newcastle (Forth) [Later added York Cover Works]
NL - LNW General Stores & Sheeting Dept. St Helens Jct.
NS: Contractors – Messrs J&E Wright Ltd, Birmingham [Subsequently amended to state that sheets
should be sent to NS’s Sheet Shop, Stoke-on-Trent]
RR - Loco Works, Caerphilly
SDJ - Burnham on Sea
SEC - WP Ward, Sheet Examination Shed, SE&C Railway, Bricklayers Arms Station [Subsequent
correspondence reveals that sheets were repaired by contractors]
SMJ - Stratford on Avon.
TV - CP Ireland, Cathays Works Carriage & Wagon Dept. Cardiff
Wirral. L&NW General Stores & Sheeting Dept. St Helens Jct.
   Repairs to foreign sheets were charged back to the owning company based on average monthly costs
of repairs. This threw up some anomalies. Concerns were raised about excessive charges from some
companies in the GW group. This was attributable to a small number of sheets dealt with on the ADR,
who had a very modest stock of sheets and did not have the same proportionate facilities as larger
companies. It was therefore recommended that foreign sheets on ADR be sent to the GW for attention.
Over and above repair under common user arrangements, the Sheet Superintendents’ meetings
monitored the number of defective sheets on hand and repair capability for each company. Arrange-
ments could then be made for those with spare capacity to take sheets for repair from those with more
than they could handle.

ISSUES WITH TRANSPORTATION & EXPEDITION OF REPAIRS
  Movement of defective sheets for repair or renewal between different companies could be problematic
if there were not sufficient to make up a wagon load. Agreement was therefore reached that mixed loads
could be sent: LBSC, LSW and SEC sheets together to the company owning the majority; CLC and LY
sheets to a depot of either company; GE sheets from north of Peterborough with GN sheets; sheets
between English companies and HR or GNS via CR or NB respectively. These agreements were extended
and developed over time into composite loading arrangements covering all companies.
   Comparison of productivity figures gave the impression that some companies were having their own
sheets repaired and redressed for them by others but not undertaking their fair share of repairs
themselves. To address this, the RCH requested detailed returns on the capacity of each repairing shop.

SHEETS BEING PROCESSED AT GIDEA PARK WORKS (1)

Wagon sheets passing through the processing machine at Gidea Park on May 9th, 1955.
                                                                                                              © National Railway Museum and SSPL
[http://www.nrm.org.uk/ourcollection/photo?group=Liverpool%20Street&objid=1995-7233_LIVST_AK_68]
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ISSUES WITH TRANSPORTATION & EXPEDITION OF REPAIRS
  Movement of defective sheets for repair or renewal between different companies could be problematic
if there were not sufficient to make up a wagon load. Agreement was therefore reached that mixed loads
could be sent: LBSC, LSW and SEC sheets together to the company owning the majority; CLC and LY
sheets to a depot of either company; GE sheets from north of Peterborough with GN sheets; sheets
between English companies and HR or GNS via CR or NB respectively. These agreements were extended
and developed over time into composite loading arrangements covering all companies.
   Comparison of productivity figures gave the impression that some companies were having their own
sheets repaired and redressed for them by others but not undertaking their fair share of repairs
themselves. To address this, the RCH requested detailed returns on the capacity of each repairing shop.
Minutes record data for GE at Romford, Bishopsgate and Norwich, GN at Peterborough and GW at
Worcester, Saltney, Bridgwater, Gloucester, Paddington and Swansea. (Bishopsgate and Norwich do not
feature in list of repairing depots. Norwich was opened as a temporary wartime measure and closed in
1921. Bishopsgate was most likely a repair facility within the goods station.)
   In December 1920, it was agreed to initiate a programme of inspections to ensure that repairs were
being executed in accordance with standard instructions. Representatives of the CR, GE, GN, GW, LY
and LNW would pay surprise visits to the sheet shops of other companies. The RCH drew up the rotas
and issued the necessary permits. The GSW would not agree to such visits. NS agreed in principal but
with the proviso that representatives of their contractors should be present and requiring due notice to
be given. The RCH responded that giving notice would defeat the object of carrying out surprise visits.
Between January and March 1921, the following shops were visited:
BR – Barry, B&M – Machen, CR – St Rollox, Perth (North & South), Cam – Oswestry, CLC – Huskisson,
CVH – Halstead, FR – Barrow, GC – Gorton, Mottram, New Holland, Nottingham, Woodford, GE – Gidea
Park, Norwich, GN – Peterborough, GNS – Aberdeen, GW – Bridgwater, Gloucester, Paddington,
Saltney, Swansea, Worcester, HR – Inverness, H&B – Sculcoates, LY – Liverpool (North Docks), Osborne
Street (Manchester), Salford, Wakefield, LNW – Birmingham, Carlisle, Leeds, Holyhead, Manchester
(Liverpool Road), Manchester (London Road), Willesden, Edge Hill, St Helen’s Junction, LSW – Nine
Elms, LBSC – Newhaven,  M&C – Maryport, MR – Birmingham, Bristol, Manningham (Bradford), Trent,
MSW – Swindon, NB – Edinburgh, NE – Newcastle-on-Tyne, York, NS – Stoke-on-Trent, RR – Caerphilly,
SDJ – Burnham-on-Sea, SEC – Messrs T Briggs Ltd, Wapping, NF Waterproofing Co, Finchley North, SMJ
– Stratford-on-Avon, TV – Cardiff.
  This brings to light further locations not included in lists: CR – Perth (South), CLC – Huskisson, LNW
– Holyhead, Manchester (Liverpool Road), Edge Hill. It is quite likely these were not dedicated shops
but some sort of sheet repair capacity was incorporated into other facilities such as goods stations.
“Aberdeen” probably denotes Kittybrewster.

POST WWI
   Government control of railways finally came to an end at midnight on August 15th, 1921. Rolling Stock
Controllers reviewed the common user arrangements in December 1921. They saw considerable savings
in time, labour, wear and tear and clerical work. Better utilisation of sheets could give scope for reducing
overall stocks. The only disadvantage was that repairs to other companies’ sheets were sometimes
unsatisfactory. It was therefore recommended that common user of wagon sheets be continued after
December 31st 1921. However, a meeting of Goods Managers on February 7th, 1922 deemed that since
government control had ended and companies had control of their own financial arrangements, they
should be responsible for the upkeep and maintenance of their own stock. It was therefore recommend-
ed that from March 1st, all sheets for repair or condemnation should be returned to their owners. It was
soon found that these arrangements were having a detrimental effect on mobility of sheets, with
consequent reductions in output from repairing depots and availability of sheets traffic. Numbers
awaiting repair increased correspondingly. It was not possible for sheets to pass through the shops
more than twice a year, insufficient to maintain them in good condition. Cross haulage of sheets
between companies was now approximately five times greater than under common repair arrange-
ments. Sheets were being retained longer until there were sufficient to make up a load. More time was
being spent sorting sheets according to ownership and sheet repairers were sometimes engaged in
sorting loading and unloading instead of carrying out repairs. Balancing requirements (i.e. every sheet
sent home is matched by a sheet sent in the reverse direction) sometimes resulted in companies paying
good sheets for bad. The Sheet Superintendents recommended that companies should carry out repairs
(but not renewals or redressing) for each other, charges to be based on monthly average with a
maximum of 4/6d per sheet. CVH, GSW, GN, GNS, GW, LBSC, NB & SEC stated that they would continue
to deal with their own sheets, but there was no objection to them carrying out repairs for others. GC
subsequently went further; they would repair their own sheets only and did not want other companies
repairing theirs. Grouping resolved most of the obstacles to common repair; only the still-independent
CVH continued to go it alone until amalgamated into the LNER.

AMALGAMATIONS & GROUPING
   During 1922 a number of amalgamations took place. The LNW and LY merged on anuary 1st. LY sheets
were renumbered into the LNW series from 65001 upwards. But otherwise the two constituents of the
merged company continued to operate autonomously, identifying as LNW(A) and LNW(B) respectively.
From 4 pm on April 25th stock of passenger and freight vehicles, sheets and ropes were used in common
between constituents of the Great Western Group - ADR, BR, B&M, Cam, Card R, GW, N&B, Port Talbot,
Rhonda & Swansea Bay, RR and TV (MSW was added during 1923). Sheets for repair could then be sent
to the nearest shop of any of the constituent companies. NE and H&B amalgamated from 4 pm on May
2nd. From then, H&B sheets were sent to York or Newcastle, indicating that Sculcoates had closed.
   The first meeting of the Sheet Superintendents after Grouping on February 7th, 1923 was a much
smaller affair than previously. The Twelve were replaced by The Big Four, but the CLC had a place at
the table for the first time. Reports included in minutes show the GW acting as a single body from the

SHEETS BEING PROCESSED AT GIDEA PARK WORKS (2)

Wagon sheets drying after first and second coats at Gidea Park on May 9th, 1955.
                                                                                                              © National Railway Museum and SSPL
[http://www.nrm.org.uk/ourcollection/photo?group=Liverpool%20Street&objid=1995-7233_LIVST_AK_73]
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PETERBOROUGH WORKS

Peterborough was the GNR’s wagon sheet factory. It is a good example of the type of building required for
such work – tall and substantial, so large numbers of heavy tarpaulins could be hung up for examination or drying.
From WWI onwards, joint committees of the railway companies monitored demand and output at the sheet
factories, so work could be transferred to even out the load. Peterborough was often in a position to take on
repair of sheets from others who were overstretched. The factory closed by 1962. It later became the Bourges
Boulevard offices of British Rail Eastern Region. It is now occupied by Unex House, an office development, and
Pets at Home.

companies in the GW group. This was attributable to a small number of sheets dealt with on the ADR,
who had a very modest stock of sheets and did not have the same proportionate facilities as larger
companies. It was therefore recommended that foreign sheets on ADR be sent to the GW for attention.
Over and above repair under common user arrangements, the Sheet Superintendents’ meetings
monitored the number of defective sheets on hand and repair capability for each company. Arrange-
ments could then be made for those with spare capacity to take sheets for repair from those with more
than they could handle.

ISSUES WITH TRANSPORTATION & EXPEDITION OF REPAIRS
  Movement of defective sheets for repair or renewal between different companies could be problematic
if there were not sufficient to make up a wagon load. Agreement was therefore reached that mixed loads
could be sent: LBSC, LSW and SEC sheets together to the company owning the majority; CLC and LY
sheets to a depot of either company; GE sheets from north of Peterborough with GN sheets; sheets
between English companies and HR or GNS via CR or NB respectively. These agreements were extended
and developed over time into composite loading arrangements covering all companies.
   Comparison of productivity figures gave the impression that some companies were having their own
sheets repaired and redressed for them by others but not undertaking their fair share of repairs
themselves. To address this, the RCH requested detailed returns on the capacity of each repairing shop.
Minutes record data for GE at Romford, Bishopsgate and Norwich, GN at Peterborough and GW at
Worcester, Saltney, Bridgwater, Gloucester, Paddington and Swansea. (Bishopsgate and Norwich do not
feature in list of repairing depots. Norwich was opened as a temporary wartime measure and closed in
1921. Bishopsgate was most likely a repair facility within the goods station.)
   In December 1920, it was agreed to initiate a programme of inspections to ensure that repairs were
being executed in accordance with standard instructions. Representatives of the CR, GE, GN, GW, LY
and LNW would pay surprise visits to the sheet shops of other companies. The RCH drew up the rotas
and issued the necessary permits. The GSW would not agree to such visits. NS agreed in principal but
with the proviso that representatives of their contractors should be present and requiring due notice to
be given. The RCH responded that giving notice would defeat the object of carrying out surprise visits.
Between January and March 1921, the following shops were visited:
BR – Barry, B&M – Machen, CR – St Rollox, Perth (North & South), Cam – Oswestry, CLC – Huskisson,
CVH – Halstead, FR – Barrow, GC – Gorton, Mottram, New Holland, Nottingham, Woodford, GE – Gidea
Park, Norwich, GN – Peterborough, GNS – Aberdeen, GW – Bridgwater, Gloucester, Paddington,
Saltney, Swansea, Worcester, HR – Inverness, H&B – Sculcoates, LY – Liverpool (North Docks), Osborne
Street (Manchester), Salford, Wakefield, LNW – Birmingham, Carlisle, Leeds, Holyhead, Manchester
(Liverpool Road), Manchester (London Road), Willesden, Edge Hill, St Helen’s Junction, LSW – Nine
Elms, LBSC – Newhaven,  M&C – Maryport, MR – Birmingham, Bristol, Manningham (Bradford), Trent,
MSW – Swindon, NB – Edinburgh, NE – Newcastle-on-Tyne, York, NS – Stoke-on-Trent, RR – Caerphilly,
SDJ – Burnham-on-Sea, SEC – Messrs T Briggs Ltd, Wapping, NF Waterproofing Co, Finchley North, SMJ
– Stratford-on-Avon, TV – Cardiff.
  This brings to light further locations not included in lists: CR – Perth (South), CLC – Huskisson, GNS
– Aberdeen, LNW – Holyhead, Manchester (Liverpool Road), Edge Hill. It is quite likely these were not
dedicated shops but some sort of sheet repair capacity was incorporated into other facilities such as
goods stations.

POST WWI
   Government control of railways finally came to an end at midnight on August 15th, 1921. Rolling Stock
Controllers reviewed the common user arrangements in December 1921. They saw considerable savings
in time, labour, wear and tear and clerical work. Better utilisation of sheets could give scope for reducing
overall stocks. The only disadvantage was that repairs to other companies’ sheets were sometimes
unsatisfactory. It was therefore recommended that common user of wagon sheets be continued after
December 31st 1921. However, a meeting of Goods Managers on February 7th, 1922 deemed that since
government control had ended and companies had control of their own financial arrangements, they
should be responsible for the upkeep and maintenance of their own stock. It was therefore recommend-
ed that from March 1st, all sheets for repair or condemnation should be returned to their owners. It was
soon found that these arrangements were having a detrimental effect on mobility of sheets, with
consequent reductions in output from repairing depots and availability of sheets for traffic. Numbers
awaiting repair increased correspondingly. It was not possible for sheets to pass through the shops
more than twice a year, insufficient to maintain them in good condition. Cross haulage of sheets
between companies was now approximately five times greater than under common repair arrange-
ments. Sheets were being retained longer until there were sufficient to make up a load. More time was
being spent sorting sheets according to ownership and sheet repairers were sometimes engaged in
sorting loading and unloading instead of carrying out repairs. Balancing requirements (i.e. every sheet
sent home is matched by a sheet sent in the reverse direction) sometimes resulted in companies paying
good sheets for bad. The Sheet Superintendents recommended that companies should carry out repairs
(but not renewals or redressing) for each other, charges to be based on monthly average with a
maximum of 4/6d per sheet. CVH, GSW, GN, GNS, GW, LBSC, NB & SEC stated that they would continue
to deal with their own sheets, but there was no objection to them carrying out repairs for others. GC
subsequently went further; they would repair their own sheets only and did not want other companies
repairing theirs. Grouping resolved most of the obstacles to common repair; only the still-independent
CVH continued to go it alone until amalgamated into the LNER.

AMALGAMATIONS & GROUPING
   During 1922 a number of amalgamations took place. The LNW and LY merged on anuary 1st. LY sheets
were renumbered into the LNW series from 65001 upwards. But otherwise the two constituents of the
merged company continued to operate autonomously, identifying as LNW(A) and LNW(B) respectively.
From 4 pm on April 25th stock of passenger and freight vehicles, sheets and ropes were used in common
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maximum of 4/6d per sheet. CVH, GSW, GN, GNS, GW, LBSC, NB & SEC stated that they would continue
to deal with their own sheets, but there was no objection to them carrying out repairs for others. GC
subsequently went further; they would repair their own sheets only and did not want other companies
repairing theirs. Grouping resolved most of the obstacles to common repair; only the still-independent
CVH continued to go it alone until amalgamated into the LNER.

AMALGAMATIONS & GROUPING
   During 1922 a number of amalgamations took place. The LNW and LY merged on January 1st. LY
sheets were renumbered into the LNW series from 65001 upwards. But otherwise the two constituents
of the merged company continued to operate autonomously, identifying as LNW(A) and LNW(B)
respectively. From 4 pm on April 25th stock of passenger and freight vehicles, sheets and ropes were
used in common between constituents of the Great Western Group - ADR, BR, B&M, Cam, Card R, GW,
N&B, Port Talbot, Rhonda & Swansea Bay, RR and TV (MSW was added during 1923). Sheets for repair
could then be sent to the nearest shop of any of the constituent companies. NE and H&B amalgamated
from 4 pm on May 2nd. From then, H&B sheets were sent to York or Newcastle, indicating that
Sculcoates had closed.
   The first meeting of the Sheet Superintendents after Grouping on February 7th, 1923 was a much
smaller affair than previously. The Twelve were replaced by The Big Four, but the CLC had a place at
the table for the first time. Reports included in minutes show the GW acting as a single body from the
outset. But initially at least, the constituents of the LMS, LNER and SR continued to act as independent
sections within their parent groups.
   The last set minutes of the Sheet Superintendents is dated December 2nd, 1924. Further meetings
were scheduled for 1925, but no records appear to survive. Presumably with far fewer companies
involved, co-ordinating production and repair of sheets was a less complex process and the committee
stood down. But meetings of Rolling Stock Controllers continued at least until 1939. Business included
monitoring repairs of defective sheets and where necessary reallocating repair work between companies
to match capacity to demand.

   This brings the story up to the eve of WWII. Subsequent parts will cover the later history and a “shop
by shop” listing with such details as are known of individual sites.
                                                                                                                      TO BE CONTINUED ...
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